
October 2021 Release Notes

What’s New?

New Waivers (Beta)
Guest Record Data Quality
Improved Addon Sorting
Enhanced Category Pop-up on Clipboard Page
Bug Fixes

October blew by just like fall leaves on a windy day. As pass prices increased so did the pressure to deliver tons of features before the start of the 
season. Luckily our team at came prepared to deliver a ton of value this month. Several months of preparation helped us deliver our newest 
feature, s, which is now in Beta. Many hours of work went into the Rental Integration from both OnlySky and RezoSystems. And we Waiver
revamped a huge piece of our software to get ready for an error free Winter.

Below is a roadmap of projects delivered this quarter.

New Waivers (Beta)

Quick Review

Sign or send the waiver to every participant in your group
Guest must open the waiver to read it
Tools to manage guest waivers
Automated email reminders to sign waivers
Quick action tool to send a reminder on the go
Apply different waivers to different products or addons
Create liability waivers in app
A lot of editing capabilities like yellow box with red border and bolding

Our newest feature, Waivers, is the perfect tool to help manage the acceptance and signing of liability waivers more efficiently  our within
application. This includes many new features related to creating, editing, managing, and distributing liability waivers for your location.

Guests will now need to click on the waiver to read and sign it. They must accept that they are signing on behalf of themselves or the parent or 
guardian of the participant.

Guest Record Data Quality

Quick Review

Purchaser and guest data are now uncoupled
Increase in guest data quality

This is an internal project without external update to the software, so its effects are difficult to see, but no less important. Have you ever had a 43 
year old end up in a 7 and under lesson? This could happen because OnlySky was making an assumption that the Purchaser and Guest 1 were 
the same person. Now you don't have to worry about that because we fixed it. We know this fix will help solve a lot of challenges for the 
upcoming season.

Improved Addon Sorting



Quick Review

Disabled addons are now under a button

We know some of you have mile long lists of addons on your addon page. Now, with the improved functionality of addon sorting, disabled addons 
can now be found under a button. Just have your 2021/22 season addons enabled to eliminate the need to scroll, scroll, scroll.

Enhanced Category Pop-up on Clipboard

Quick Review

When assigning a shift on the Clipboard, easily select a category

Your no longer need to wrestle with the category pop-up when assigning shifts and categories. Now, the pop-up holds steady and you can easily 
select the category.

Bug Fixes

Payouts not appearing in Reports fix
Reminder email fix
Guest search fix
Itinerary Column Display fix
Waiver fix
Age Calculation fix
UI updates
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